Jawa

Model None, Photo by None

Description: Jawa
Prefix: DZ
Detachment: Krayt Clan
Context: Star Wars Films and EU
Jawas were passionate scavengers, seeking out technology for sale or trade in
the deep deserts in their huge sandcrawler transports. They had a reputation for
swindling, as they had a penchant for selling old equipment such as outdated
faulty droids to moisture farmers. However, they were extremely passive beings,
and hardly put up any resistance to colonists of their planet unlike the other
natives the Sand people, instead seeing foreigners as an excellent business
opportunity.
Please note that this costume is also eligible for membership in The Rebel
Legion.

• This CRL is a work in progress. This costume may be approved by GMLs, but additional
research should be done until the CRL is complete.
• If you have this costume and would like to assist with this CRL, please contact your
detachment leader!
• Please note that the use of the word "should" below does not indicate that a requirement is
optional. All instances of should will be replaced with must as this guide is completed.

Required Costume Components
The following costume components must be present and appear as described below for approval .
Mask
For 501st approval:
• The mask is a base upon which to mount the two glowing eyes.
• Face Shroud/mask: The face shroud must be constructed of a black
material or short black fur that hides the entire head and face of the
costumer (No skin may be visible).
• To help conceal everything, and still allow for necessary vision and
air circulation, a black mesh fabric may be used to cover over the top
of the completed mask and eyes as long as the eyes can be seen
when lit.
• Eyes: When the mask is worn with the costume, only the illuminated
eyes should be visible from inside the hood.
• The eyes should "glow", not "project" meaning, the use of
mini-flashlights or other reflectors that emit a beam of light is
incorrect. A simple incandescent lamp or non-directional LED is
ideal.
• The eyes must be yellow or amber in color and sized at 1 to 1.25in
(2.5 to 3.2 cm) in diameter.

Hood
For 501st approval:
• The hood is a separate piece from the robe and is not connected to
it.
• The hood is made of the same material as the robe.
• Brown monks cloth or a similar textured fabric is to be used.
• The inside of the hood must be lined with solid black fabric.
• To achieve the correct look and maintain proper visibility, a wire or
plastic reinforcement is sewn into the face opening.
• The flaps at the bottom of the face/hood opening should overlap and
wrap around as seen in the films.
• The hood may show signs of weathering.

Robe
For 501st approval:
• Brown monks cloth or a similar textured fabric is to be used to
construct the robe.
• The robe must be sewn closed or have an off center (to the side)
opening that runs the length of the garment.
• No visible seams should appear.

• The openings of the sleeves and robe bottom must be not be
hemmed and must also be tattered and frayed.
• The finished robe must be weathered.

Gloves
For 501st approval:
• The gloves must be constructed of black cloth or black leather.
• Gloves must cover hands and entire wrist.
• Black short fur may be attached to the gloves on top of the
hands.

Boots
For 501st approval:
• The boots must be wrapped in the same brown textured fabric as
used to construct the hood and robe.
• The boots must be tall enough to cover the mid-shin or higher.
• The boots must be weathered in the same manner as the hood and
robe.

Undergarments
For 501st approval:
• Black or brown undergarments should be used to cover the arms,
legs, and any other areas where skin or clothing might be exposed.
This is to ensure that no skin or clothing is visible at anytime.

Bandoliers
For 501st approval:
• At least one bandolier must be worn.
• Acceptable versions of the bandolier consist of Swedish, British, NZ,
Australian, Canadian, and German.
• The bandoliers may be purchased originals or accurately fabricated
reproductions.
• They must be made of brown/black leather or similar looking
material.
• The bandolier(s) must be aged and weathered. All metal pieces
should be dull, worn and scuffed. The metal pieces should not
appear new and shiny or have a shine to them.
• More than one bandolier may be worn at the same time.
• Acceptable configurations include: One bandolier across the
shoulder to the waist, two crossed over the chest to the waist, one
across the chest and one around the waist, two crossed over the
chest and one around the waist.

Optional Accessories

Items below are optional costume accessories. These items are not required for approval, but if present
must meet the guidelines below.
Vest
For 501st approval:
• Vest made of tan textured fabric. If used, the vest must be
weathered.

Ion Blaster
For 501st approval:
• This is the Jawa's weapon of choice.

Holster
For 501st approval:
• The holster in which to carry the Ion Blaster.

Torch welder
For 501st approval:
• The device which is used to attach restraining bolts to the various
droids.

Droid caller
For 501st approval:
• The hand held device which is used to discover the whereabouts
and gain the attention of droids.
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